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Abstract: N. K. Jemisin’s science fiction, The Fifth Season, describes the “End” in Yumenes and the female protagonist, 

Essun’s (Damaya or Syenite) pursuits of freedom. This thesis will explore the protagonist’s fluid identity in different periods of 

life in The Fifth Season by adopting postmodern approaches. The character’s identities are fluid according to her mobility to 

different places. Nevertheless, she is continually trying to construct her own “real” identity during different life stages and to 

pursue a sense of home. 
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I. Introduction 
N.K. Jemisin (1972~), an African-American contemporary science fiction and fantasy writer, is the first African-American author 

winning three awards (Hugo, Nebula, and the World Fantasy Award) together. Influenced by Octavia Butler, Samuel R. Delany, Nalo 

Hopkinson, and other science fiction writers, Jemisin often explored issues like racism, cultural conflicts, and sexism in her 

works. Her literary works, including The Fifth Season, The Obelisk Gate, The Stone Sky, The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms, The 

Broken Kingdoms, The Kingdom of Gods, The Killing Moon, etc., politically investigate the themes of cultural resistance, racial 

liberation, gender freedom, Afrofuturism within the discourse of humanistic science.  

 

The Fifth Season (2015) won the Hugo Award for Best Novel in 2016, making Jemisin become the first African-American writer 

to win this award. It takes place in an entirely invented world, ―Stillness‖, where planetary geological catastrophes called ―fifth season‖ 

happens every few hundred years, threatening people‘s survival. What‘s more, this novel depicts the protagonist, an orogene, Essun‘s 

struggles and mobilities in different stages of her life. The Fifth Season adopts magical and scientific elements to discuss issues like 

climate change, racial repression, and post-apocalyptic disaster.  

 

Academic propositions have focused on various areas in analyzing this fiction. Some argued it from a geological approach, 

showing the relationship between the earth and humanity, humans and animals. It explores the novel as ecological science fiction via 

the lens of ―racial and ecological injustice‖ (Iles, 2019, p.1) to show that ―environmental and resource issues can configure human 

societies‖ (Iles, 2019, p. 3). This novel is a futuristic and speculative depiction and warning of ecological disasters: the failure of 

human beings to overcome climate change, to tackle ecological damages, and to recognize the role of the earth. On top of that, this 

novel is also the declaration of racial resistance. Some critics highlight inhumanity of racism and proclaim that the protagonist in the 

fiction ―achieves escape velocity, smashing through oppressive systems and leaving them behind like shed skins‖ (Novik, 2003, p. 1). 

Facing racial discrimination and oppression, female character‘s rebellion is always under discussion. In the pursuit of freedom, this 

novel gives readers a sense of the future, ultimately affirming ―the necessity of utopian hope, even amid anti-utopian 

circumstances…on the need for hope in seemingly hopeless times‖ (Tabone, 2022, p. 18). Through the depiction of postapocalyptic 

dystopia, Jemisin‘s works are to build a better world with insistent hope, which is ―the negation of the negation that Jameson has 

named anti-anti-utopianism‖ (Tabone, 2022, p. 20).  

 

Zygmunt Bauman (1997) points out that fluidity is one of the characteristics of postmodern society:  

in our postmodern society, we are all – to one extent or another, in body or thought, here and now or in the anticipated future, 

willingly or unwillingly – on the move; none of us can be certain that he or she has gained the right to any place once for all and 

no one thinks that his or her staying in one place forever is a likely prospect; wherever we happen to stop, we are at least in part 

displaced or out of place. But here the commonality of our plight ends and the differences begin. (1997, p. 93). 
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Movement is an important characteristic in contemporary society so that people‘s identities are fluid based on people‘s mobility 

to different places. Professor Liu Ying (2020) attaches the importance of mobility and argues that ―the original driving force of 

mobility is the exploration of crossing boundaries and establishing relationships‖ (Liu, 2020, p. 30). The Fifth Season narrates 

different periods and various landscapes in the protagonist‘s life. The mobility makes space become an extension by breaking the 

borderland between place and identity.  

 

Different from other science fiction, The Fifth Season adopts the second-person narration to show the ―estrangement, or 

defamiliarization of a person‘s identity‖ (Wickham, 2019, p. 396) because ―those multiple focalizers increase destabilization‖ 

(Wickham, 2019, p. 398). For readers, this narration mirrors the protagonist‘s fragmented identity, draws the lens of the past and 

future, as well as addresses the desire to construct the protagonist‘s own identity. Damaya renames herself Essun and Syenite. As an 

Orogene, her identity is fragmented at different periods, indicating the side effect of longtime slavery and discipline. The protagonist 

makes effort to move to other places and construct her new identities. This science fiction allows for the free representation of the 

Other and the non-human species to reveal the issue of oppression and of the pursuit of freedom. The movement to different places 

means the protagonist‘s fluid identity. 

 

Drawing on the postmodern approach, therefore, this paper will depict different landscapes by embracing differences that are 

relevant to the protagonist‘s mobility to break the boundary and restrictions. Furthermore, it will further envisage the protagonist‘s 

fluid identity based on her life experiences. The construction of identity is a nonexclusive practice, in which the self is created 

―through discourses of . . . difference and similarity‖ (Riggins, 1997, p. 4). Doreen Massey (2001) accentuates the construction of 

identity with places: ―It implies that their identities are constructed through the specificity of their interaction with other places rather 

than by counterposition to them‖ (p. 121). The protagonist owns several names, Damaya, Syenite, and Essun after experiencing 

traumatic life changes. Her construction of new names is a form of self-actualization.  

 

This essay will further attach great importance to another aspect of fluid identity through mobility and unstableness. The fluidity 

of people‘s identity is derived from mobility and movement to different places, indicating that people are no longer restrained in a 

fixed space. It brings the constructedness of one‘s identity. This paper will mainly discuss The Fifth Season because its main focus is 

on the female protagonist‘s contradictory experiences. The novel narrates three life periods from a teenage girl to a mother but not in a 

chronological timeline. This thesis will demonstrate that though the protagonist‘s identity is fluid according to a fragmented narrative 

technique, she still tries to construct her own identity on the way. Constructing one‘s own identity and home does not mean that the 

identity is fixed. Because of various kinds of landscapes and continuous movement, the protagonist‘s identity is fluid and the sense of 

home is under construction.  

 

II. Damaya in Fulcrum: Trained as the Other 
The protagonist‗s three life experiences are interwoven with each other in a fragmented way in the novel. Bauman (1997) 

emphasizes the uncertainty and fragmentation of identity: ―The postmodern world is bracing itself for life under a condition of 

uncertainty which is permanent and irreducible‖ (p. 21). The protagonist suffers from anxiety about her identity when she is a teenage 

girl named Damaya. Her identity ―starkly portrays a traumatic aspect of slavery, particularly the traumas experienced by women‖ 

(Wickham, 2019, p. 399). The first fracture to the protagonist‘s identity occurs when, as a daughter named Damaya, she is taken by 

her Guardian to become an Imperial Orogene in the Fulcrum. 

 

At the very beginning, the novel presents a world that is not stable at all. The physical world is always changing with diversified 

Seasons. The land, Stillness moves a lot, indicating the movement of the earth‘s continents. The name, Stillness is an irony for ―not 

still even on a good day‖ (Jemisin, 2015: 11)1, always in ―ripples, reverberates, in cataclysm‖ (Jemisin, 11). There are plenty of earth 

movements and disasters: campfires, earthfires, volcanoes, shock waves, earthshake, tsunamis, volcanoes, Magma, heat, etc. When 

the disaster comes, the whole area is ―a swelling, deadly boil ready to burst. The volcano is only the first warning‖ (Jemisin, 285). The 

mobility of the Earth sets the tone of instability, and creates the fluidity of landscapes in the whole novel. It examines how people 

encounter, apprehend, and move through landscapes and practices. The world is physically destroyed, and rebuilt with power and 

control in Yumenes.  

 

Damaya experiences a sense of homelessness from the outcast of her family. As an orogene, she faces discrimination and 

abandonment in her growth: for fear of punishment, Dmaya‘s home abandons her ―because they have another child, and anyone 

caught harboring an unregistered orogene is ejected from their comm as a minimum punishment…parents could not have wanted to 

                                                  
1 The rest of the quotations from the novel will be formed like (Jemisin, page number) 
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lose their home, their livelihood, and custody of both their children‖ (Jemisin, 33). Her family survives in this world by sacrificing her 

life and liberty. Damaya has lost her role of daughter but steps into the next stage of constructing her identity, a training orogene. 

Jemisin‘s novel is concerned with ―slavery and marginalization, and they resonate with the project of Black identity formation‖ 

(Wickham, 2019, p. 392). Damaya‘s traumatic experiences form her first stage of identity.  

 

Racial distinctions can be found in this novel. Orogenes‘ skins are ocher-brown while other groups‘ are white. Child-buyer 

(Schaffa Guardian Warrant) in Damaya‘s story is white/desert of colorlessness. Hoa as a stone eater is lighter-skinned and ―his 

eyebrows are white, above his icewhite eyes. White white white‖ (Jemisin, 86). Racial distinctions are the root of oppression. 

 

Due to her family‘s abandonment, Damaya‘s identity has changed from a daughter in a family to a rogga/grit in the Fulcrum 

without ―use names or comm names‖ (Jemisin, 229) and basic human rights. To name an individual is to hold a superior status and 

control over others. The moment that a person is discovered to possess orogenic powers, he or she is no longer labeled as a human 

being. As an Orogene, Damaya does not have her own name, but is called ―Rogga‖, a kind of public but offensive nickname, meaning 

that Orogenes are inferior species controlled by Guardians. A rogga name on Damaya indicates her inferiority and otherness. 

 

Fulcrum tower represents class and status. It is an old building, with ―heavy white marble blocks and stolid angles atypical of the 

wilder, fanciful architecture of Yumenes‖ (Jemisin, 54). Fulcrum is not a home, but a place where Damaya and other orogenes get 

trained. Enclosed walls are borderlands that separate the inside from the outside. In the Fulcrum, the walls are playing the role of 

confinement that restricts people‘s movement, so that orogenes‘ identities are fixed. Furthermore, the closure provides a stronger 

feeling of isolation. The only rule is that ―friends do not exist. The Fulcrum is not a school. Grits are not children. Orogenes are not 

people. Weapons have no need of friends‖ (Jemisin, 222). The Guardians let the Fulcrum become a disciplinary institution. Separated 

from the outside, the closed place symbolizes order and power, ranking and superb control.  

 

The Fifth Season concentrates on the marginalization of orogenes in the Fulcrum. Orogenes are officially considered to be 

non-human beings and harshly discriminated against. Because ―all roggas are slaves, that the security and sense of self-worth the 

Fulcrum offers is wrapped in the chain of her right to live, and even the right to control her own body‖ (Jemisin, 260). Additionally, 

they are in danger of being killed by Guardians, but ―have no right to say no‖ (Jemisin, 99). They are controlled as trained slaves so 

that they belong to inferior species that are deprived of their own identity. As Michel Foucault (1977) proclaims that: 

     In organizing ‗cells‘, ‗places‘ and ‗ranks‘, the disciplines create complex spaces that are at once architectural, functional and 

hierarchical. It is spaces that provide fixed positions and permit circulation; they carve out individual segments and establish 

operational links; they mark places and indicate values; they guarantee the obedience of individuals, but also a better economy of 

time and gesture. They are mixed spaces: real because they govern the disposition of buildings, rooms, furniture, but also ideal, 

because they are projected over this arrangement of characterizations, assessments, hierarchies. (p. 161) 

 

Life is enclosed and disciplined in the Fulcrum, and identity is fixed and marginalized. In these ―cells‖, orogenes have no 

freedom to hold real freedom because those buildings are built with hierarchies and functional operations. Michel Foucault presents 

that the discipline is about power and discourse on bodies in a certain place: ―power relations have an immediate hold upon i t (body); 

they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform ceremonies, to emit signs‖ (Foucau lt, 1977, p. 35). In 

becoming the targets under new mechanisms of power, their bodies are required to be docile in their minutest operations by training, 

such as the time when should they get up, the ways how they control their powers at a young age, the places where they can get 

relaxed, etc.. Fulcrum is an institution of disciplines that shapes the trajectories of orogenes‘ lives by depriving their liberty and 

transforming them. Doreen Massey (2001) states that the ―control over mobility… reflects and reinforces power‖ (p. 150). Power 

frames everyday practices, and the surveillance is on everyday behaviors. It is a political anatomy from the distribution of individuals 

in an enclosed space. Damaya has no self-identity and self-realization, but is just trained as an object without self-esteem and freedom. 

It is a collective trauma experienced by all orogenes. In the novel, orogenes in the Fulcrum are supervised, trained, and transformed 

into ―a weapon meant to move mountains‖ (Jemisin, 77). As a result, some young orogenes are transforming and accepting their rogga 

status. Power over mobility entrenches spatial imprisonment. Jemisin portrays various racial groups that are under oppression in the 

Stillness, showing their uncertain identities under the control of power.  

 

This fiction reveals alienation and Otherness against a person‘s identity. Damaya and other Orogenes are treated as aliens and the 

Other to ―the dominant audience of middle-class… including women, people of colour, other nationalities, classes and sexualities‖ 

(Merrick, 2003, p. 243). Under Guardians‘ control, Damaya and other grits‘ humanities are denied. Othering is a discursive process so 

that powerful groups ―define subordinate groups into existence in a reductionist way‖ (Krumer-Nevo and Sidi, 2012, p. 300) and 

insert inferior characteristics into them. In sum, orogenes are oppressed and dehumanized by the entire society. The exploitation of 

orogenes is not limited to the Fulcrum, but systematically applied to all scales in society. The general discrimination is in everyday 
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practices: ―in Yumenes, no one would ever have deigned to nod to a rogga, no matter how pleasant the day‖ (Jemisin, 188), and  

nobody trusts them. Damaya takes up several identity traits: people of color with magical power, lower class, and female, which make 

her doomed to be slaved and face multiple oppression in the society. She is seen as inhuman or monstrous ―by being represented, 

classified, subjected, supervised, and disciplined‖ (O‘Hara, 2003, p. 109) by hierarchical normality and culture. Her identity in this 

stage is uncertain and fragmented. 

 

Orogenes have the superpower of connecting with the earth, which is not only the result of this training, but also a chance for her 

to develop a new identity in diverse environmental situations. Jemisin subtly subverts our assumptions about ―what comprises a race: 

what seems to be a race is the aggregate result of many races being mixed together over time‖ (Iles, 2019, p. 8). She tries to claim that 

the oppression of different races should be destroyed. Damaya knows that she is in the Misalems of the world, born cursed and terrible 

under the Fulcrum‘s discipline and discourse. In the training process and peers‘ bullying, Damaya forces herself to become rebellious 

against dehumanization. In the end, Damaya makes efforts to break the wall in the Fulcrum, escape to the outside, and switch her 

name to Syenite, which represents the forming of a new identity.  

 

In summary, the framework of this fiction is against racial, gender, and social injustice by repudiating the othering and 

oppression of other groups. The uncertainties of one‘s identity are being constructed and reconstructed all the time. In the Fulcrum, 

Damaya suffers from disciplining and training with the deprivation of her identity. Damaya is named from a type of igneous rock, 

which links orogenes with non-human beings. Her rebellion by giving herself a new name, Syenite, at the end of her story, opens a 

gate that welcomes new existences for those historically marginalized others to move to different places, and pursue new identities 

and new homes.  

 

III. Syenite on the Island: Individual’s Rebellion for Freedom 
Damaya‘s second name is Syenite, a trained orogene with a rebellious mind who is assigned to complete tasks. Giving herself a 

new name echoes constructing a new identity and beginning a new life, the Imperial Orogene Syenite. She calls for mutual 

co-existence with each other rather than expelling others. 

 

Under Fulcrum‘s discourse, Syenite has internalized her non-human identity, a four-ringer rogga, saying that ―we aren‘t human.‖ 

(Jemisin, 264) and having spent ―whole life either training or working, for Earth‘s sake‖ (Jemisin, 271). Originally, Syenite was 

assigned to finish a task with Alabaster. Being oppressed for a long time, for one thing, she is somehow trained as a perfect rogga, 

while for another thing, she wants to pursue her freedom and construct her home beyond disciplines. 

 

Experiencing the changing situation, one‘s identity is unstable. The protagonist‘s subjectivity is fluid with crossing boundaries. 

As an orogene with super power of controlling the earth‘s moving, Syenite stands between human beings and the nature. This novel 

potently evokes that environmental degradation is not a negligible issue. Earthquakes, tsunamis, famines, and volcanos occur 

continuously. The earth and human civilization have been wounded and devastated by climate change, which brings disasters to the 

island and destroys Syenite and other commers‘ homes. It shows the instability and uncertainty of people‘s identities, blurring the 

boundary between humanity and nature, that is, trans-humanity. 

 

After a disaster, people in this novel always suffer from homelessness and wander on the road. Homelessness not only means 

that there is no place to dwell, but more importantly, there is no spiritual support from each other. However, Syenite and Alabaster 

settle on an island after the disaster, which is a place where Syenite finds real freedom and claims her own identity. Toni Morrison 

(1997) once defined home as ―a-world-in-which-race-does-not-matter‖ (p. 9). Home is both free and situated, nonracist with 

constructiveness. It is on the land that Syenite feels a sense of home, which is a ramification of ―freedom, autonomy, independence‖ 

(Bauman, 1997, p. 92). The desire for home is ―the universal desire of human beings to have a foothold and a sense of security and 

belonging‖ (Hu, 2010, p. 202). In the novel, this feeling of home can be experienced by Syenite on the island. What she pursues are 

liberation, diversity, and multiculturalism.  

 

The island is open space, which is hundreds of miles from civilization and the mainland with rolling hills and grass, and solid 

rock. Moritz Ingwersen (2019) notes that ―the permeability of this boundary is indicative of the modes of kinship and 

transcorporeality that ultimately serve to heal Jemisin‘s wounded subjectivities. Characters are not stable but—like the planet— 

evolve in a process of perpetual transformation‖ (p. 83). No walls have been built on this island, indicating no controls and restrictions 

so that they can enjoy enough freedom without confinement.  

 

A home or community should be open and inclusive. Meov on the island is ―a comm that can hold a few hundred 

people…should have more than the single (stripped bare) hectare of scraggly choya stalks... the comm‘s members are equally unified 
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in purpose and the willingness to defend themselves‖ (Jemisin, 197-198). Societies like Meov encourage more freedom on a social 

level, providing a better life for their people. Therefore, Syenite feels alive in Meov on the island because of the community‘s 

inclusiveness so that she and Alabaster can live here peacefully without considering being controlled and killed. Doreen Massey (2001) 

puts forwards her understanding of home: ―On the one hand, communities can exist without being in the same place - from networks 

of friends with like interests, to major religious, ethnic or political communities. On the other hand, the instances of places housing 

single ‗communities‘ in the sense of coherent social groups‖ (p. 153). Home or community should not be restricted to a fixed place, 

but should be open to others. This is a sense of home within Meov‘s non-hierarchical structure or non-prejudice. This emphasizes the 

fluidity of the sense of home, which is not fixed and open in progress and construction. In that sense, an open community means 

people‘s identity is fluid and free.  

 

The constructedness of a home symbolizes the fluidity of identity. Home is not a physical place, but a spiritual and social space, 

having a sense of comfort and belonging. Syenite imagines her ideal home: ―Home is people…Home is what you take with you, not 

what you leave behind‖ (Jemisin, 169). This fiction symbolizes between anti-orogene oppression and racism in America, with its long 

slavery history. Jemisin represents different human groups, and illuminates ―how eugenics and scientific racism are mutually 

constitutive, manipulating women‘s reproductive labor to propagate slavery‖ (Dowdall, 2020, p. 160). Experiencing orogenes‘ slavery 

history, what they want to construct is their ideal, inclusive and open home: free from discrimination, respecting differences, tolerating 

each other, and coexisting in multiple ways. The island builds a healthy and strong community to protect others regardless of racial 

oppression. In this home, Syenite‘s identity is reconstructed, becoming a rebellious and independent individual. 

 

Syenite is a woman with great power who wants to prove her identity and independence on the island. Syenite was once 

assigned to bear a child with Alabaster. She tries her best to take care of the child, Corundum, and to play the role of a mother even 

though she is not intended to bear this baby: ―Corundum is always clean and well fed. She never wanted a child, but now that she‘s 

had it— him—and held him, and nursed him, and all that… she does feel a sense of accomplishment, maybe, and rueful 

acknowledgment‖ (Jemisin, 272). Reproductive function figures heavily on a black female body. On top of that, she is also an 

independent woman: ―She loves her son. But that doesn‘t mean she wants to spend every hour of every rusting day in his presence‖ 

(Jemisin, 272). Her fluid identity also proposes that she is not a woman subordinate to others, but pursues independence and freedom.  

 

Female power takes a great influence on resistance. Syenite makes her determination with the understanding that under the 

control of Guardians in the Fulcrum, orogenes are to be slaves, which is worse than death. She hopes that she dies as she draws on 

an obelisk‘s power to destroy the enemies around her. She takes advantage of her great power to stop tsunamis, which presents that 

she can be valuable without Guardian‘s control, and she is a real individual. Angela Davis (1981) states that ―women resisted and 

advocated challenges to slavery at every turn‖ (p. 22). The protagonist plays the role of rebellion to challenge the current power 

framing her identity. A woman pursues a sense of achievement and freedom to be herself, not a mother or a rogga. She wants to 

change the world with her own power. 

 

Syenite is rebellious to find her real self, which does not contradict fluidity. One‘s real identity is not fixed, but is changing with 

mobility. On the island, she gains a sense of home with justice, independence, and freedom. Members of an extended family (the 

comm of Meov) are not necessarily connected by kinship and blood, but by a sense of comm with each other. As a female character 

with natural power, Syenite does everything she can to get rid of discrimination and have a free life. The fluidity does not claim 

negative effects on the constructedness of one‘s identity, but proposes the possibility of freedom and independence through adopting 

the changing world. After she changes her name to Essun, her identity is transforming into a kind mother with tenderness taking care 

of others and pursuing a real home. 

 

IV. Essun on the Road: a Mother’s Pursuit of Home 
Syenite changes her name to Essun after leaving the island, who has lived in Tirimo for more than ten years before her husband, 

Jija, killed their child, Uche. As a mother in Tirimo, she is forced to cover her true identity as an orogene living in the Stillness, and 

trying her best to lead a normal life. Essun once believed that Tirimo was her home after escaping from Fulcrum. However, Tirimo is 

the place where the original home collapsed. Essun is on the way in order to find her own home and identity.  

  

Zygmunt Bauman (1997) illustrates that the consistent construction of identity with a universally recognizable form is ―from the 

difficulty of holding to any identity for long, from the virtual impossibility of finding such a form of identity expression as stands a 

good chance of lifelong recognition, and the resulting need not to embrace any identity too tightly, to be able to abandon it at short 

notice if need be‖ (1997, p. 123). In order to survive in the world, Essun has to hide her identity of being an orogene, and create a new 

identity for a stable existence. During ten years of living in Tirimo, she finds the impossibility to own her real identity and a sense of 

home. Her transient freedom is achieved at the price of hiding everything that belonged to her before. 
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Tirimo is a small town built to protect residents from the inevitability of shakes. Walls and gates have been built for protection 

and enclosure. Those walls that are made of wood in Tirimo are perceptible borderlands, which distinguish the inside from the outside, 

the self from the others. Stone gates are locked, and the wall watchtowers protect the comm from the outside. Inside the walls, radical 

discrimination and racism still exist. When people in Tirimo find that Essun is an orogene, the watchers at the gate point out their guns 

and shoot her. The wall as a borderland means order, authority, and hierarchy. Tirimo cannot be regarded as a mutual community, but 

a gathering place with racial discrimination.  

 

Essun‘s counterattack about destroying the gate and walls is a symbol of crossing the racial line and facing more possibilities. 

Facing extreme hostility, Essun loses control of her power and causes a great earth shake, breaking the walls in Tirimo. This is the 

outburst of her rebellion against oppression:  

A portion of the eastern comm wall and three houses are buried beneath a sudden grinding slurry of mud and trees and 

rocks… the clay walls of the underground aquifer that supplies the village wells are breached. The aquifer begins to drain. 

They will not realize for weeks that you killed the town in this moment, but they will remember when the wells run dry. 

(Jemisin, 48)  

 

Rebellion is ―to break (racial) line…to emancipate those places and make them more inclusive‖ (Hu, 2014, p. 62). Facing 

discrimination and hurt from the Tirimo people, Essun chooses to escape from the former places and go on a journey to find the truth, 

which is a symbol of rebellion against otherness and the hatred. When crossing the border, the order and authority are destroyed. 

Essun‘s breaking walls means stepping into open places and taking mobility into effect. Her escape shows the protest against current 

hierarchy, suppression, and discrimination, and the change of her identity according to her movement and mobility. Characters in this 

novel call for breaking walls and constructing a new identity. 

 

Essun breaks the walls and travels on the Roads. Her journey through crossing borderland is a kind of mobility and movement. It 

is argued that the Roads ―establish a cross-scale spatial relationship among body space, community space, regional space, and national 

space‖ (Liu, 2020, p. 33). Essun‘s journey is to find who she will be. Georg Simmel (1997) once argues that the Road as open space is 

always changing:  

The people who first built a path between two places performed one of the greatest human achievements. No matter 

how often they might have gone back and forth between the two and thus connected them subjectively… The will to 

connection had become a shaping of things, a shaping that was available to the will at every repetition, without still being 

dependent on its frequency or rarity. (Georg Simmel, et al. 1997, p. 171)  

 

The Roads as open space demonstrate the fluidity of identity. Jija‘s murder changes her life so that Essun is always on a journey 

on the Roads from one place to another. Doreen Massey (2001) gives further illustrations of open places: ―absolutely not static…They 

are processes… Second, places do not have to have boundaries in the sense of divisions which frame simple enclosures‖ (p. 155). 

Following the trace of Jija, pursuing the truth of her son‘s death and finding her daughter are the instinct of a mother. Kim Wickham 

(2019) points out that the mobility is a ―kind of transformative identity formation‖ (p. 392) with destabilizing and identificatory 

effects. Open space is in mobility and progress. Essun‘s journey demonstrates that becoming a new person is never a superficial action 

in a fixed place, but a continuous process of forming her own identity in an open space. 

 

For one thing, the Imperial Roads are open space, providing shelters for homeless people. Plenty of commless people travel 

along the road. The open places are inclusive ones that welcome different individuals and social groups. Comless means that they are 

leaving their original homes and suffering from homelessness: ―Travelers, caught away from home; survivors, whose homes no longer 

existed‖ (Jemisin, 64). They are refugees or vagabonds who are outcasted and forced to travel on the road. The majority of them ―are 

sick, injured, and that rusty bastard‖ (Jemisin, 21). Their wandering and moving ―mean the loss of our comm‘s identity, and possibly 

the fracturing of our population‖ (Jemisin, 169). Their mobilities mean that they do not belong to any places. Homeless people are 

forced to be fluid, and are eager to have a home. Essun is one of them traveling on the Roads. Those homeless people form a fluid and 

interdependent community, changing oppressive social norms and welcoming others‘ existences. 

 

For another, it is the Roads that give people mobility and freedom to go to any places. There are plenty of roads and intersections: 

―Imperial Road intersects comm roads and cowpaths, rivers and old metal tracks that were used for transportation… These 

intersections are why they put Imperial Roads where they do; roads have always been the lifeblood of Old Sanze‖ (Jemisin, 180). As a 

great innovation, the Roads ―connect all major comms and most large quartents to one another‖ (Jemisin, 342). Essun‘s movement on 

the Roads provides her with another new identity: a mother who wants to find her daughter, truth, and identity. The Roads provide the 

dynamics of motion, the movement of life, and the correlation and the unity that overcome the separation by connection.  
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Places relentlessly shape human experiences. The changing environment leads to the fluid identity of characters. The movement 

to different places and landscapes is called mobility, so that Essun‘s identity is fractured ad fluid. The fluidity is represented by 

people‘s mobility on the Roads, constructing diversified positions in open space. 

 

On the Roads, Essun owns her identity as a mother. The nature of a mother appears when Essun meets Hoa, cleaning and taking 

care of him because she is a mother and ―he is a child‖ (Jemisin, 84). During this process, even as a mother, Essun is dissimilar from 

her former identity. Hoa tells Essun: ―You could become someone new…A new name, a new focus, then try on the sleeves and slacks 

of a new personality to find the perfect fit‖ (Jemisin, 130). As a mother, different from Syenite, Essun is more inclusive and tender to 

giving mutual help to others.  

 

A person‘s identity is a social formation and performativity. Drawing on this framework, this novel has intersections with race 

and gender, so that characters experience marginalized identities. Essun identities are formed through ―a combination of violence, 

historical precedent, and social constructs‖ (Wickham, 2019, p. 392). All of ―the greed and fear and xenophobia in Essun‘s society‖ 

can be found (Moules, 2019, p. 254), which is evil and exploitative to marginalized groups. The protagonist‘s past is full of traumatic 

experiences of slavery and female discrimination. Essun‘s identity is never completely stable: the repercussions of her actions 

continue to influence her fluid identity. 

 

The purpose of the fictional world is to approach realistic world-building. It calls for the respect of the earth‘s vitality through 

constructing various species, like orogenes, stone eaters, and so on, though they belong to nonhuman identities. That is the 

significance of the earth, to embrace different groups and species. The societies have various understandings and exceptions that 

demonstrate ―the fluid, contradictory, and very human nature of morality‖ (Moules, 2019, p. 249). Those queer individuals like Essun 

never give up imagining a possible future with liberation and freedom. 

 

The fluidity is related to ―the instability of one‘s own identity and the absence of lasting, trustworthy and reliable reference 

points which would help to render the identity more stable and secure‖ (Bauman, 1997, p. 123). The identity is fluid and open under 

construction. Real freedom and complete identity can merely be achieved in a non-oppressive society. The Roads provide a platform 

with inclusiveness and openness to all differences. Essun‘s traveling on the Roads is the process of constructing her multiple identities, 

which emphasize the rejection of binary opposition, boundaries, and restrictions. One‘s identity is constructedness through the 

movement to different places, which underlines uncertainty and diversity. People‘s identities can be fluid in the course of different life 

experiences in various places. This fluidity indicates freedom about who you are, where your home is, how you find the truth, and 

when you can embrace the future.  

 

V. Conclusion 
As an African-American female writer, N. K. Jemisin‘s writing is a study of intersectionality between places and identities. 

Diaspora, otherness, alienation, and hybridity promulgate the points of existence and revitalization. Zygmunt Bauman (1997) 

emphasizes the uncertainty because of fluidity and ―the uncertainty of existence as such, the ontological uncertainty, one uniquely 

suitable to be grasped and told in eschatological narrative‖ (p. 177). The fluidity of a female‘s existence in this novel indicates the 

future of the world. 

 

Applying the theory of mobility and fluidity, this paper mainly argues the issue of the protagonist‘s various identities because of 

experiencing different kinds of lives, and the mobility to different landscapes and places. As an orogene, the protagonist changes three 

identities: Damaya, the teenage girl who suffers from the uncertainty of identity in the Fulcrum being trained as the Other under racial 

discrimination; Syenite, the rebellious individual on the island in pursuit of freedom and equality; Essun, a despaired mother on the 

Roads trying to find truth and sense of home. None of these identities make up the whole protagonist‘s self respectively, but they are 

the key components of constructing her real identity. Identity is a fluid concept so a self is made up of quite a few experiences and 

labels. 

 

Home cannot be restricted to a fixed place. Damaya‘s training detracts from her feeling of freedom because ―the freedom of 

every individual, and the free enjoyment of that freedom, requires the freedom of all‖ (Bauman, 1997, p. 206). Syenite‘s freedom on 

the island and Essun‘s mobility on the Roads both give her a sense of home. The ending of the whole story is like this: ―have you ever 

heard of something called a moon?‖ (Jemisin, 334). The open-endedness is a kind of uncertainty and freedom to have full 

imaginations and look for the future.  

 

Mobility and fluidity mean diversity and freedom. The protagonist‘s ultimate destination is to find true freedom and 

independence regardless of oppression and discrimination. Jemisin shows her resistance to the oppression of identity, and her hopes 
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for the future. This paper mainly focused on the fluidity of place, home, and identity, which are open, inclusive, and constructedness. 

The construction of identity is crossing boundaries. It is because of this fluidity that people own vitality to search for freedom, justice, 

independence, and identity. Only by crossing the walls and being open to space can people feel a real sense of home, belonging, and 

identity.  

 

The Fifth Season is the representation of Afrofuturism, which always combines Black Speculative Literature, being defined as 

―literature that centers the lineage and myriad diversity of Black creative thought and culture… a literature that aims to imagine Black 

futures‖ (Wabuke, 2). It is a genre that considers the experiences of the Black American diaspora and future thinking. Jemisin 

reconstructs the protagonist‘s past to build a more integrated identity. The Black diaspora and mobility have a great influence on the 

fluidity of identity and the future. As an African-American feminist, Jemisin aligns with a ―conversation that focuses on the concept of 

radical futuring‖ (Morris, 2012, p. 147).  

 

The world in this novel is mobile and on the move. What the author wants to reveal is not only the traumatic experience of 

oppression, but the ultimate freedom to be who you are. This novel provides a worldview challenging hierarchical racialism, sexism, 

and imperialism. Jemisin‘s pessimism about the post-apocalyptic world as a healing device is to call for a future for 

African-Americans. It emphasizes the relationship among different species and communities against hierarchical binary opposition. 

Jemisin pursues a plural identity without forgetting discrimination from the past, but with the hope for the future.  
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